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The equation written above is a sociological equation. It cannot be quantitized, but 
is very useful indeed for an understanding of what is going on in our current society. 

It will account for our appalling levels of poverty and ill health in this country as 
well as the necessity for the conduct of a war in Vietnam d irected against the civil-
ian population, for the most part, when - by the very nature of things a military sol - 
ution of the problem in Vietnam is impossible. 

There would be little point in calling attention to problems if no solution were to be 
proposed. Fortunately, and understanding of the equation S + CS = D will provide us 
with a very satisfactory and very simple solution. 



We have money - we hove people - and we have results. 

In the equation, S stands for "system" meaning the "price" or "money" system of econo
mic 

life. 

CS stands for "counter system": This arises from the very nature of the "price" syst
em, 

which is built on profit alone, and has no concern for human life or human rights at 
all. 

This is not meant as a criticism of the "price" system. It is just a fact. 

This fact is recognized by some, and leads to the development of the "counter system"
 

which is the attempt of this group to include human life and welfare (usually their 
own, 

and nobody else's - either as individuals or as a group of individuals banded togeth
er 

such as labor unions, the AMA or the American Bar Association) in the whole complex.
 

Organized crime is only a bit more of an extreme example of this same mechanism of th
e 

"counter system". At least organized crime does not have to pretend that they are a
 

group acting in the public welfare, so are more honest than the multitude of other CS
 

individuals or organizations who find it necessary to spread lies and misinformation
 

in the interests of their own "survival". 

Of course, spreading lies and misinformation is not survival activity, so leads to th
e 

D part of the equation which stands for DEATH. 

Now, you may think this a bit extreme. 

So we can take it slow and easy and derive our picture by degrees from the very earl
y 

stages. This would be the "information that is bad so we do not say anything about i
t 

out loud" category. 

Bad for who? Well friend, bad for business because it is bad for you so you had jus
t 

as well not know anything about it. 

See "Fact" magazine. Volumne 1, Issue 6 of November-December 1964. The one with the 

big spread on the front of.the magazine that reads "Coca-Cola can cause tooth decay, 

headaches, acne, nephritis, nausea, delirium, heart disease, and cot 	
.11  

Also March-April 1964. The article "The Great Smokescreen" by Arthur E. Rowse on pag
e 

3. The one with the spread on top "An editor of the Washington Post tells how fear of 

reprisal by tobacco advertisers kept newspapers from publicizing the link between sm
ok-

ing and cancer for 25 years." 

Also see any copy of the magazine put out to the public by the ANA called "Today's 

Health". In pretty near every issue there is a full page add in color on the inside 

front cover by Coca-Cola and another in full color on the inside of the back cover 

by Pepsi-Cola. 

The leading society of American nutritionists, the American Dietetic Association, wil
l 

not run Coca-Cola ads in it's official journal and forbids Coca-Cola exhibits at it'
s 

conventions. 

So we put money (price economics) up against people.(tryin:1 to survive in business) 

and reap the output. From which we derive S+CS = D. 

S + CS = D is the Great American Credit/Slavery/Death Machine. But, you see, nobody
 

has put this toL;ether in the right order before. You can holler about the "rat race
" 

and you can holler about the Great American Credit/Slavery/Death Machine (GACSDM) bu
t 

you cannot do an damn thing till you use scientific method and see what generates wh
at. 



When we talk about scientific method, we are going into an area that is alien to the 
average system of thought. 

The average citizen has to take science on faith. You see, science is really religion. 

So it is real easy. 

How do you determine the true faith? 

Well, friend, truth is the highest possible form of religion/science. 

So, we have money - we have people - and we have results. 

The process of scientific reasoning is inductive thinking. This means you reason from 
observed effects (results) backward to probable cause. 

So let us take results. 

From the book, "Our Deeleted Society" by Seymour Melnan we have "In 1963, the United 
States reached the position of operating the oldest stock of metal-working machinery 
of any industrial country in the world. In 1964, the United States attained the dist-
inction of operating the world's nldest oil-tanker fleet. In 19S3, the infant mortality 
rate in the UnittZ. S%eee, Tanked about 12th among countries of the world. Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Republic of Korea, Lebanon, Netherlands, and New Zeeland were among the count-
ries with better records. The United States has tolerated unemployment rates which in 
other countries would generate crises of confidence in 'their governments. The Federal 
Ocvernments Selective Service Administration, since the Second W'rld War, has maintained 
a set of minimum standards, physical and educational, for acceptability of men into 
the armed forces. By these standards, 30% of the young men examined by Selective Service 
during the Second World Uar were rejected. Twenty years enter, in 1963, the same stand-
ards produced a rejection rate averaging 50%." 

Well, these are the results. 

So we reason backward from these results, which clearly show a non-survival trend (D) 
and are'left with the interaction of money and people as the probable cause. This we 
express as S + CS. 

A good illustration of the operation of the S + CS complex is the information in the 
speech in the "Congressional Record" Vol. 112, No. 169 of Wednesday, October 5, 1966. 
This speech is - by Senator Edward V. Long of Missouri and is titled "Is The Food and 
Drug Administration Hamstringing cancer Research?" 

Here we see the National Cancer Institute has been granted approximately one half billion 
dollars in a decade for research into a cancer cure with no significant results. 

Yet, we find that Dr. Max Gerson, M.D. presented five (5) restored cancer patients to 
the Pepper-Neely cancer sub-committee in the United States Senate in July, 1946. 

About ten years before the half billion dollars was poured down the rat hole of the 
National Cancer Institute. 

The operation of the S + CS complex is shown in the speech in the "Congressional Record" 
by Senator Long where we see the criminal elements in the F & DA working hand in glove 
with the corresponding elements in the NCI. 

You can see them blocking the work of Dr. F. L. Shively, Sr., of Dayton, Ohio. 



Dr. Shively was using the slow infusion of enzymes in the treatment 
of cancer, and getting 

very favorable results. 

Dr. Max Gerson's cancer therapy of twenty years before was also the 
use of enzymes, but 

was dietary -relying on the use of largo 'quantities of fresh liver j
uice (a good source 

of enzymes - as the liver is a regular enzyme factory) for the enzym
e source. 

.A doctor C. J. Michet when he was medical director of the Cancer Re
search Foundation 

of the Holy Cross Hospital in Chicago obtained the same remarkable r
esults as Dr. Shively 

and also used the infusion of enzymes. This is reported in the "Con
gressional Record" 

of Friday, October 14, 1966 by Senator Long. 

So wo find that real solutions are not tolerated, as a real solution
 will contribute to 

increased efficiency, and increased efficiency means loss of jobs. 

So progress in the direction of human welfare and happiness is foug
ht. Not by the so 

called "money powers" as some like to think - but by the people the
mselves protecting 

some self interest at the expense of others. 

So fear of loss of job. and income generates the "rat race" the "jun
gle" the G&CSDM. 

And means that anyone trying to help humanity in any way is going to
 be crucified as 

dangerous to the "economy" (ugh!). It would "wreck the economy" th
e CS boys say. 

A cancer cure is only a small part of this. 

The reason is that only pne out of four American citizens is doomed 
to die a slow and 

horribly torturous death from cancer. 

We are all going to die in the mushroom clouds of hydrogen bomb blas
ts before long if 

this nonsense is not stopped. 

The way to stop it is to put into effect our very satisfactory and v
ery simple solution. 

All that.is required is to realize that there is no magic in money -
 the magic is in 

people. 

Money must be made the equivalent of goods in emerging economic orde
rs; so as to aid 

in the rapid development of a high energy, efficient economy; and mu
st be done away 

with in high energy economies like those of the United States, Europ
e and Russia. 

The "money power" arises from the indestructible nature of the value
 of money, so that 

it acquires "value" over goods and is senior to goods. This means t
hat we have the 

spectacle of goods chasing money in the market place and means that 
clever people can 

learn to.use money - once they understand this "money power" for all ki
nds of evil 

doings. 

The ones, who understand money and the 7,oney power are the S group. 

The CS group does not understand the nature of money and the money 
power, but has 

devised a very effective way of defending themselves against it and
 the members of the 

S group who use it. 

When you have been in the position of a "trouble shooter", as I have
 been as a vet-

erinarian trouble shooting large integrated poultry operations for 
the last six years, 

you work with both sides in order to effect a'solution and come to a
 realization of 

the working mechanism of the S + CS = D equation. . 



The essence of the workin7 mechanism of the S + CS = D system is imnaired communication. 

The boss must never know whet is really goir„.e-n in the operation. If the boss knew what 

was really going on there would be increased efficiency - and increased efficiency means 

the loss of jobs. 

The boss renresents the S part of the equation, or the so called "money power". 

There is a different ehiloscohy in the executive echlon than in the direct field operat-

ional echlon. It is ouite similar  to the difference in thinking between officers and 

enlieted men in the Army. Unless you have been both (as I have been) you would not be 

able to apereciete the difference in the thinking. It is not different in degree, but 

different in kind. 

The executive is char;:ed with the job of running an efficient segment of the business. 

as such he must endevour to introduce cost cutting elements into the operation. 

Some cost cutting elements are alright with the working staff, as long as they do not 

have the effect of eliminating jobs. 

An example would he the introduction of a different system of handling things so as to 

cut the amount of labor time down. 

The boss figures each job - or I should say - task, as costing so much in terms of labor 

time. This is in spite of the fact that the worker is going to be on the job for 8 hcurs 

a day anyway. However, this makes sense in that the worker is going to either have to do 

something while on the job or else pretend to be working. It is a lot harder to pretend 

to be working than it is to really work. 

Also, it is in the nature of the human being to want to work at some constructive task. 

The human being is made to work and wants to work. Unfortunately, under a "price system 

of economics this capacity of the human to work is largely blunted, thwarted and made 

into a sort of suffering. So much so that many look on work as being equivalent to suff-

ering. They think if they are enraged in a pleasant, productive task that it is "not 

work" because it is enjoyable. 

Enjoyable work is. the exception, not the rule, in this society ruled by the S CS'-0 law. 

Perhaps the best example of harmful and destructive work is the current war in Vietnam. 

Here, we see the S + CS = D equation in full flower. Communication is impaired by the 

rendering of false reports. The S boys, who sit pt the top and must, under any circum-

stances not know whet is really going on are fed reports ofbombing forays with no mention 

that the bambers were only half loaded with bombs in order to report a large number of 

Planes in action. This, of course, means more staff, more jobs and higher ratings from 

the increased size of the operation. 

The bombings, of course, are effective mostly against the civilian nopulation and have 

little or no military effect. 

The heie;ht of insanity and cruelty is the use of poison sprays on the crops of the Viet 

Cong. Stervation is effective first on infants and growing children, then pregnant women, 

and finally last, on adult men such as compose the fighting force. 

.There is no military solution to the problem in Viet Ham, short of killing off the entire 

population. 

• 



Of course, since this is the most expensive and least efficient way of handling the sit-
uation in Viet Nam, it will follow that since it provides jobs and income for many that 

the,  war in Vie-t.  Mein 4111:' bier  esculated.1 	'!""" 	4-  ,;  

There is, of course, no possible moral justification for war. 
■ 

But, to allow Viet Clam to fall into the .bands 	either 84,144f7iET4y ggverme0'02.  an 
unfriendly major power would seriously weaken the position of the United -States 

SoutheaatAsa. ' The ouling consideration is  

Russian policy has not changed since the time of Catherine the- Great. It Sas been, and 

still is, to expand .6o::?the shoresofethePacific.on all fronts. 	j  .  

.'JA; 	 • 

!Imericanpolicy has not changed since the time of alliam ticIinley. It is to secure the 

Western'-HdthisphereOtake .the'Pacific. Ocean an AMerican 	 be_t). deny 
control in'tliierEirea tiYany:potential-aggresSor...; 

It is likely that the Viet Gong movement will be, 11 not already, taken over by a comm-

unist element, and that in the event of a victory or pull out of United States power in 
this area will take over the entire country of Viet Nam. 

We have already established a guide to action in Viet Nam which we know will work. 

We conquered the Phillipines, then gave the country back' to the native population. A 

marvelous policy, as people will fight to defend what is theirs. 

mud wa did about the same thing with Japan. 

In other words, the unbeatable policy which will always win is to make your enemies your 

friends by helping them. 

This can be done in Viet Nam byaetting up the entire part of the country under United 

States control as an economy with free land and free money according to the principles 
of the economist Silvio Gesell. Gesell's system has been used in other parts of the 

world and works. It is perfectly suited to an emerging economy, but not well suited to 
a high energy economy such as we have in the United States, Western Europe and in,Russia. 

For those who wish a technical outline of Gesell's system, write to The Free Economy Assn., 
2618 E. 54th Street, Huntington Park, CA,90255 and ask for a list of their publications 
and the price of the book, The Natural Economic Order" by Silvio Gesell. 

Gesell's system would make the S +CS = D eouation unworkable, as it is based on making 

money the exact equivalent of goods through depreciating money. 

Gesell's systeo'isan iclprovament on the systen we have in the world today. It is, not, 

any kind of "ism" but is plain common sense. Gesell exposes some of the fallacies of 
Karl Marx in his works. 

i,lemy think that the only alternative to the "price" system or "capitalism" is socialism 
or communism. This is not true. 	a matter of fact both socialism and communism have 
the some defect at their base as capitalism, and that is a failure to recognize the key 
role of money in an economy. 

:1 bill ws introduced into the United States Senate in the 1930's by Senator William 
Bankhead which was to introduce the key element of the Gesellian system to the U. S. 

but did not get far due to opposition from the finance powers. 

Every dollar coming into existence is a borrowed dollar paying interest (which is theft). 



Gesell's system of depreciating money would lead to the dissapearance of interest, so 
is opposed to those who profit by the stolen labor of those who work to pay the interest 

on the created money we use in our current "price" system of economics. 

If you have ever been in business under our "price" system you will discover how many 
tines you cannot install a productive improvement because the amount it will return 
about breaks even with the interest cost of borrowing the money to pay for it. 

Of course, we can thank the "price" system of economics for accellerating the growth 
of productive capacity due to the intense pressure of the "price" system to the point 
where we can now have a sensible economy with attention to human values and abundance 

for all. 

This is outlined in William Dudley Pelley's book, "No More Hunger". 

You can get this book for $2.00 from either the Treasure Chest Book Shop; 1281 Hama 
ivnue, Fresno, 	93728 or from 1,quila Press, P. 0. Box 252, Noblesville, IN 46060. 

This outlines a program that will be easily put into effect, causes no loss or harm 
to anyone and can not be sensibly opposed by anyone with good motives. The only 
possible opposition would be from the criminal element in our society. 

Please get the book and study it, and you will see for yourself. 

This is the Christian Commonwealth, and will allow the society of a really free people 
to emerge froM this present slave society. It rewards individual initiative and will 
punish no one. 

We will reel:ace- the S + CS = D system with its product of wars, misunderstandings, 
crimes, poverty, unemployment, depressions and other assorted ills of humanity -
including poor health (because there is money in sick people) — with the CC = L of 
the Christian Commonwealth. The Christian Commonwealth equn1s Life. 

Money, as such, is not- used under the Christian Commonwealth system. Credits are 
used in place of money, but these credits cannot be hoarded, lent or stolen. 

This may seem odd to most people, but they do not realize that money as we know it 
is a false God. The magic is in people, not money. 

This has been experimentally proved by actual c:Terience in cooperative communities, 
and by actual societies that have flourished in the past. 

The Inca economy which served as the base for the supposedly fictitious work "Utopia" 
by Sir Thomas Hoer° did not use money. Money was unknown to them. 

Harry marvel at the terrace work these people did. Why, it would cost so much in terms 
of money to do this work that the interest on the investment would have made it imposs-
ible to come cut on the sale of the produce from much of this terraced land. 

But, dear friend, the conservation and increase of the natural resources of the country 
was the foundation of Inca national policy. Not "profit". 

So the country was run for the benefit of the people in it. 

—s ours should be. And will be. 

This material is not copyright — freely duplicate. 
SLJSJ 7/12/1 67 

A',11 my very best to you, 

S. L. Jamison, D.V.i1., N.D. 
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